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pulled back to the refrain 
sunrise 

1



morning drizzle 
the shifting calculus 
of jazz 

2



humming an old hobo tune 
i double knot my shoes 

3



rhododendron bloom 
the drone of my own 
honey song 

4



evening rain the pull of breath through a trumpet 

5



river moon 

the slow bend
of the blues 

6



picking through the milkweed grandpa’s banjo 

7



old love song 
the pinch  
of cracked leather 

8



dusk 
your 
fingers 
find 
the 
sound 
of 
my 
guitar 

9



pub crawl 
feeling the fiddle  
in the floorboards 

10



brush across the snare drum 
the jazz singer’s high heels  

11



blues bar 
the different ways 
we stomp our feet 

12



sunset 
the record needle finds 

my groove 

13



sultry night 
the moon consumes 
a saxophone 

14



turtledoves — 
every word of the song 
but the title 

15
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“One core aspect of haiku/senryu is that they trade on a 
collaboration with the reader. In that aspect, the best of them have 
an improvisational theme that is core. In this collection, Ben 
Moeller-Gaa has penned his work in a way that reminds me of 
Miles Davis, Thelonious Monk, or Muddy Waters. I was led 
immediately to humming my own tune to these fine poems, and 
subsequent readings took me in other unexpected directions. The 
fact that I felt like a participant in the pace and tone of the poems 
renders this collection FIVE STARS from me. A fun read and a 
great way to add smiles to your day.”  
 
– Michael Rehling, Editor of Failed Haiku 
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